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Greetings MFLCs!  
 
It has been about a month since we’ve 
formally rolled out our Quality 
Utilization Initiative through the Town 
Halls and I am pleased with the progress 
we’ve already achieved.  
 
Bottom line up front, the mission of this 
initiative is to ensure that the life-
changing support you are providing 
through the MFLC Program is 
accurately reflected to our customer and 
the most tangible way we have of doing 

that is through the activity form. Since 
roll out, the data has shown a significant 
increase in utilization; in last week’s 
data alone, there has been a 9% increase 
in MFLCs who have reported 25 hours 
in direct support. 
 
I honestly believe that your activity 
hasn’t necessarily increased but that the 
education we’re providing is helping to 
shed light on the importance of 
accurately reporting the support you are 
already providing. It is true that the 
current requirement as instructed by 
our customer is for a minimum of six 
direct contacts per day. But with the 
introduction of brief contacts and the 
reality that six brief contacts of 20 
minutes a piece reflects 120 minutes of 
direct support per day; the six minimum 
per day requirement doesn't tell the 
whole story – and more importantly, 
submitting activity forms for only six 
contacts per day to meet the minimum 
requirement doesn’t accurately report 
the demand for MFLC support on the 
ground.  
 
This team is doing a fantastic job! If you 
have questions or need support with this 
initiative, be sure to check out the new 
tools provided on the SPA Service 
Delivery Toolkit under Resources > 
Activity Form Help. As you have heard 
on your weekly conference calls, Field 
Ops has provided a set of FAQs that we 
encourage you to read through carefully 
and use as a reference as you complete 
your daily activity form submissions. 
The FAQs are a valuable tool that will 
assist you in capturing activities that you 
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may not have realized you could 
document via an activity form. 
 
Additionally, never hesitate to reach out 
to your MFLC Liaison for support if you 
are having difficulty figuring out how to 
capture the time you are spending or if 
you have any questions or concerns 
regarding this initiative.  
 
Very respectfully, 
Pam Swanson 
Executive Director, MFLC Program 
 

 
 
Honoring Military Children 

 
In 1986, the Department of Defense 
designated April as Month of the 
Military Child. This year marks the 
observance's 30th anniversary.  Month 
of the Military Child is an opportunity to 
acknowledge the personal sacrifice and 
important contributions of military 
children.  The strength of the nation is 
built on the readiness and resilience of 
every member of the premier all-
volunteer Service Personnel including 
the military children and youth. 
 
There are approximately 2 million 
military children, ranging in ages from 
newborn to 18 years old; 1.3 million 

military children are school-aged. Care 
of military children sustains our fighting 
force, and strengthens the health, 
security, and safety of our nation's 
families and communities.  Military 
children are our nation's children. 
Living in either military or civilian 
communities, in urban, suburban, or 
rural settings, military children 
experience unique challenges related to 
military life and culture. These may 
include deployment-related stressors 
such as parental separation, family 
reunification, and reintegration. Due to 
frequent moves, many military children 
also experience disrupted relationships 
with friends, and must adapt to new 
schools and cultivate new community 
resources. Some children also 
experience the trauma of welcoming 
home a parent who returns with a 
combat injury or illness, or of facing a 
parent's death.  
 
As a result of these challenges, OSD 
recognized that the Military & Family 
Life Counseling Program was in a 
unique position to support these 
children and military families.  Starting 
in the summer of 2005, the MFLC 
program began supporting the DoDEA 
Summer Enrichment programs.  In 
2006, the Child and Youth Services 
program began supporting installations 
during the summer at locations such as 
CDCs, School age programs and 
youth/teen programs.   Beginning the 
summer of 2007, the CYS program 
became an ongoing rotational program.    
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The initial CYS program involvement 
had such a positive impact that the 
MFLC program was expanded to 
provide dedicated support to Schools.  
In the fall of 2008 the MFLC program 
was introduced to five DoDEA schools in 
Europe supporting MS and HS age 
children.   In the spring of 2009, the 
program expanded to 24 schools at Fort 
Hood and Fort Campbell, which was the 
initial expansion to support off- post 
non-DoDEA schools, and all grade 
levels.   Due to the phenomenal success 
of these initial CYS and School supports, 
the program has grown exponentially 
and now supports all 4 branches of 
service across the US, Asia, Europe, and 
the Pacific Region.   

We currently deploy MFLCS to 285 CYB 
and School assignments at 67 
installations around the world! 
 
It is an amazing feeling to know that 
somewhere around the world each day, 
there is an MFLC like you making a 
difference in a child’s life.  Care of our 
nation's military children helps sustain 
our fighting force, and helps strengthen 
the health, security, and safety of our 
nation's families and communities.  
April is just once month out of the year 
that we are able to honor and celebrate 
those 2 million military children so 
please work with your POCs to assist in 
planning and supporting some of the 
events and activities at your locations. 

Figure 1: Celebrating Month of the Military Child at Lehua Elementary School, Pearl Harbor, HI 
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Please talk with your liaison if you 
would like some ideas or suggestions.  
 
I hope to hear about all the amazing 
activities celebrating these amazing 
children and youth!   
 
Respectfully,  
Holly Gardner 
MFLC Clinical Manager 
 
References: 
http://www.nctsn.org/resources/topics/military-
children-and-families and 
http://www.army.mil/article/166078/April_highlights
_Month_of_the_Military_Child/ 

 

MFLC CYB Page on the Toolkit 
 
Have you checked out our webpage on 
the SPA Service Delivery Toolkit 
dedicated to the CYB Program?  
 
https://goo.gl/51mTOa 
 
The page includes links to resources for 
military kids including Military Kids 
Connect which (among a host of cool 
options) includes a message board 
where military teens can openly 
communicate about the challenges they 
face with other military kids around the 
world.  
 
If you have suggestions for tools and 
resources to add to this page, please 
submit your ideas through our 
Suggestion Box:  
 
https://goo.gl/RSPB4l 
 

 

 
Figure 2: Service Members recognizing their kids 
at Lehua Elementary School, Pearl Harbor, HI 

Food for Thought... About 
Nutrition, Performance, 
Resiliency and Recovery 
Written by Brian J. Grady, M.D., M.S. 

 
Eating nutritious foods is good for us 
physically. But can nutrition affect our 
psychological health? Can what a person 
eats affect their mood?  
 
The military is very interested in 
nutrition—in fact, the topic was one of 
the Military Health System’s themes in 
March. Good nutrition can maximize a 
service member’s level of performance, 
improve their resiliency and play a role 
in medical recovery—and keeping their 
families healthy supports them, as well. 
 
Most service members have been 
exposed to nutritional education 
through programs like the: 

 Army’s Performance Triad/Move 
to Health: 
http://goo.gl/GRhT6j 

 Navy’s Operational Fitness and 
Fueling System: 
http://goo.gl/uFGcdd 

 Air Force’s Fit Family: 
http://goo.gl/oQto66 
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The military even conducts specific 
research on nutrition, at places like the 
Military Nutrition Division of the U.S. 
Army Research Institute of 
Environmental Medicine and the 
Human Performance Laboratory at the 
Uniformed Services University of the 
Health Sciences. For the best 
information on top performance, 
explore the Special Operations Forces 
Nutrition Guide. This comprehensive 
225-page publication lists the key points 
of each chapter in the Executive 
Summary. For example, as noted in 
Chapter 5: Nutrient Timing and 
Training, eating within 45 minutes after 
working out accelerates recovery and 
restores energy for the next day’s 
workout. Being a physician, I especially 
liked the chapter on dietary 
supplements, as many supplements can 
be dangerous, or against military policy. 
Another good resource is the Warfighter 
Nutrition Guide. 
 
How does nutrition fit into our mission 
of supporting behavioral health through 
technology? An article on T2’s 
AfterDeployment website describes how 
what you eat affects the chemicals in 
your brain, which influence your moods. 
T2’s free Mindfulness Coach mobile app 
describes how to apply mindfulness to 
better eating habits. But can nutrition 
help someone with depression? What 
about with a traumatic brain injury 
(TBI)? 
 
Omega-3 fatty acids seem to have 
potential benefits in preventing heart 
disease and stroke. As a physician, I’ve 

always recommended foods high in 
omega-3 to my patients—foods like fish, 
nuts and green leafy vegetables (with the 
caution to not exceed daily 
recommended doses and to check with 
their primary care doctor if also taking 
prescription medication). There’s some 
research evidence that omega-3 fatty 
acids may help with depression when 
combined with other treatments, but not 
enough to warrant prescribing them as a 
treatment for depression. 
 
However, a special 2014 issue of the 
Military Medicine journal was produced 
following a workshop called Nutritional 
Armor: Omega-3 for the Warfighter. 
An expert panel reviewed the scientific 
literature, the workshop presentations 
and comments from workshop guests, 
and felt there was strong evidence that 
omega-3 fatty acids might reduce 
depressive symptoms. They also felt that 
the benefits for TBI were promising. 
There’s also quite a bit of published 
information in medical journals 
regarding various nutritional 
therapies for the early stages of a TBI 
(from the injury through the first couple 
of weeks), and long-term recovery may 
depend on the care received during 
those first few weeks, including 
nutrition. 
 
Nutrition also impacts the children of 
service members. As a parent, I know 
how difficult it can be to get some 
children to eat their fruits and 
vegetables—but as a doctor, I wondered 
if there was medical research that could 
help get children interested in a lifelong 
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habit of good nutrition. I found 
some interesting studies with some 
practical recommendations: 
 Expose children to a variety of 

fruits and vegetables. Even the 
mere exposure to fruits and 
vegetables was found to be more 
effective than giving kids a reward 
for eating them. This means 
having a lot of different kinds of 
produce available, not just the 
ones you enjoy (if you give your 
child a fruit or vegetable you don’t 
like, don’t make a face; visual cues 
can influence acceptance). 
Exposure starts surprisingly 
early—research shows that a 
mother’s diet rich in variety during 
breastfeeding may improve the 
child’s chances after weaning. Plus, 
babies who are started early on 
solid food seem to better accept a 
variety of fruits and vegetables. 

 Don’t forbid certain foods. 
Withholding less healthy foods 
only makes the desire for them 
stronger, so allow them in 
moderation. 

 Make fruits and vegetables look 
appealing. Texture and appearance 
can make a difference. Raw fruits 
and vegetables seem to be more 
appealing to children than cooked 
ones. Combining new fruits or 
vegetables the same color as ones 
that kids like may increase their 
motivation to try the new item 
(though combining new fruits or 
vegetables with foods that kids 
dislike doesn’t seem to work). 

 

So my immersion into the research out 
there on good nutrition shows that it can 
improve physical and mental 
performance, affect psychological 
health, and set children up for healthy 
habits for life. I hope you learned some 
new information; I know I did—I plan to 
try some new foods today! 
 
Brian J. Grady, M.D., M.S., is a 
psychiatrist and the interim 
Director at the National Center for 
Telehealth & Technology (T2). 

 
Reference: dcoe.mil/blog: Food for Thought…About 
Nutrition, Performance, Resiliency and Recovery; 
Posted by DCoE Public Affairs on March 31, 2016 

 

New Tool Available to Update 
Your Emergency Contact 
Information  
 
The link for Emergency Contact & Next 
of Kin is now available on both SPA/IC 
portals.  [mhngs.com] Please visit today 
and make sure your emergency contact 
information is up-to-date. 

 
In the case of an urgent situation, it is 
imperative that MHN can reach your 
emergency contact.  
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For Our MFLCs That Serve 

Those Who Serve… 
 
DEAR MFLCS, 
 
I wanted to take the time to tell you how 
much I appreciate the hard work that 
you are doing as part of the new 
initiative.  The efforts are paying off and 
I can tell you from the data perspective, 
I see the steady impact on the numbers 
and hope having a better understanding 
as to the various ways to capture true 
activities has been helpful, as well.  As 
we move through this process, there will 
be questions/scenarios that will come up 
and we want you to feel comfortable 
asking the questions if you are not sure.  
This month's featured question is a 
perfect example of a request I received 
related to the FAQs that are posted.  The 
MFLC wanted some specific help 
regarding Scenarios 5, 11 and 12 of the 
new Adult FAQs provided as part of our 
Utilization Initiative; asking that I 

provide specific instruction in terms of 
the best response for each field of the 
activity form for this particular type of 
activity. I wanted to share this question 
/ response here in the ACT Corner 
because I feel this is one of those types 
of questions that may be beneficial to 
many. As always, if you have questions 
about this response or any activity 
scenarios you encounter in your work 
day, please don’t hesitate ask. 

 
Question:  
Please provide clarification on a 

couple of the examples in the new 

FAQs found in the Utilization Quality 
Initiative Tools:  

Example #5 addresses the MFLC at a 
required meeting like a Command & 
Staff meeting; Attending the meeting is 
the LTC at the table with their CSM and 

10 Captains; the meeting lasts for 90 
minutes while they give their updates for 
each BN/Co. The MFLC is present, does 
not give a program brief but is available 
to gain knowledge and be a resource if 
needed. In this example, what would be 
the answer in EACH field of the activity 
form? 

Response: 
For Command /Staff Meetings etc., 
you would enter: 

Contact Date: Date the meeting 
occurred 

Location of Contact: Describe where 
it happened to the best of your ability 

Contact Type: Staff/Third Party 
Consultation 
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Branch of Service: use the Branch of 
Service of the majority of service 
members that were being discussed 
Active Duty 

Active Duty Enlisted: if that was the 
majority of those discussed and just pick 
the Enlisted Rank that you think is the 
most appropriate 

Age the consultation was about: 
choose the median age of 25-40 if you 
are unsure 

Number of Participants: count only 
those that were actively engaged in 

the conversation – not necessarily 
everyone that was present – but 
those that were engaged. For this 
example, the number would be 12 to 
include the LTC, the CSM and the 10 
Captains if all 12 were actively 
engaged during at least some part of 
the meeting.  
V-Code/Brief Topic: If it was a 
longer consultation then you can just 
put in the V code you think best 

describes the encounter. If it was 
related to Deployment issues, choose 
‘Deployment.’ If it was a General 

discussion, then choose "other 

counseling /consultation." If it is a brief 

contact, you can choose "staff consult" 

as the Brief Topic. 
LOC statement: With Staff/Third 

Party consultations, it is okay to check 
"yes" to LOC being covered, "yes" it was 

understood and "no" indicating 
nothing applied. 
Follow up with the MFLC: You can 
check "yes" as they may ask you to 

attend or assist in the future. 

Goal: You should mark as "skill 
building" or anything else you think may 

apply. 
Goal Met: Yes 

Referral: If you made any 

recommendations, you can always check 
"MFLC" since they are aware of your 

services. 
 

Question: 
Same question for examples #11 
and #12 (assuming each encounter 
is at least an hour) 
 
Answer: 
For both scenario 11 and scenario 12 in 
the FAQ document, the guidance would 
be the same as the guidance above for 
scenario 5. Note that for any of these – 
the time spent does not need to be an 
hour long; reflect the time you were in 
the meeting – whether 30 minutes or an 
hour and 30 minutes - you want to 
reflect the time actually spent. So for 
example, scenario 12 addresses the time 
spent researching appropriate resources 
for a client. If you are actively calling 
various agencies to find resources for a 
client and you speak to three different 
resources, you would submit an activity 
form for a staff consultation for each 
agency you contacted or you could enter 
one activity form, citing the time you 
spent on the phone with all three 
agencies and cite 3 attendees combining 
the activity into one form. You always 
want to reflect the Branch of Service of 
the client you were speaking about, not 
the person you were speaking with on 
the Staff/Third Party Consultation and 
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make sure you mark the age and rank of 
the recipient of the support.  
 
If you haven’t already, be sure to review 
the FAQ documents by Program Type 
provided on the SPA Service Delivery 
Toolkit here:  
 
https://goo.gl/CIfXzS 
 
If you have questions, suggestions or 
tips, send them to me!!! 
Joanne.Higgins@mhn.com 

 
Exercise in Happiness 
There are multiple definitions of happy: 
feeling good, and the sense of 
contentment from living a full, rich, and 
meaningful life. Connecting with what’s 
happening right now is the best way to 
experience contentment.  
 
This is the final in a series of three 
articles featuring exercises in happiness 
– try adding these to your daily routine 
and increase your happiness today!  
 

Happiness Exercise for April:  
Mindful breathing  
A simple and effective way to shift out of 
overthinking and bring yourself into the 
present is to gently focus on your breath. 
Quiet yourself and choose to give 
yourself this gift of time – free from 
distractions. Mindfully observing the 
breath will calm you and help to anchor 
you in the present. Sit or lie quietly. 
Close your eyes if you wish, knowing 
that you can open them at any time. 
Find your breath; notice it going out as 

you exhale and coming in as you inhale. 
Observe the natural rhythm of your 
breath and the movement of your belly. 
You don’t need to change anything; 
simply continue to follow the breath 
with your attention. You might enjoy 
saying to yourself (aloud or inside your 
mind): “Breathing in, I calm myself; 
breathing out, I smile.” Continue to 
notice your breath for 3 to 5 minutes 
with a sense of gentle allowing and 
kindness toward yourself. If you notice 
yourself judging (“My breath is too 
shallow” or “I am not doing this right”), 
simply smile to yourself and gently shift 
your attention back to breathing out, 
breathing in, enjoying with gratitude 
that your breath is doing its thing. 
Gently wiggle your fingers as you slowly 
open your eyes, bringing the quiet back 
with you. 
 
Have you been practicing these exercises 
in happiness over the past three 
months? Please tell us how it went! Got 
an idea for a topic you’d like to know 
more about? Let us know about that, 
too! 
MFLC.FieldOperations@healthnet.com 
 
Reference: “Would You Like to be Happier” by 
Jane Riffe Ed.D, LICSW, LPC, WVU Extension 
Specialist, West Virginia University Extension 
Service 

 

Recognizing Constance Wallace 
The Lt Col of the 3d Intelligence 
Squadron presented Constance Wallace 
with a Certificate of Appreciation for her 
support at a recent Commander’s Call 
and Airmen’s Day Event.  
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Recognizing Janice Carr and 
Steve Thaxton  
Janice Carr and Steve Thaxton on 
assignment at RAF Mildenhall, UK were 
awarded coins on March 30th in 
appreciation of their continuous 
outstanding and ongoing service to Air 
Force families. 

   
 

********************************* 
********************************* 

 

IMPORTANT IT NOTICE: 
Scheduled Systems 
Interruption 
 
A Health Net Network (firewall) 
Upgrade is scheduled to take place 
Sunday, May 1st between 12 a.m. and 4 
a.m. pacific time. This upgrade 
means there will be no access to 
the mhngs.com portal between 12 
a.m. and 4 a.m. pacific time on 

May 1st. Access will become available 
intermittently between 4:00 a.m. and 
4:00 p.m. while ITG verifies all 
applications affected have been restored 
and are working properly. All systems 
should be fully restored by 4p.m. pacific 
time on May 1st. 
 
Be sure to enter all activity forms 
for April by close of business 
Friday, April 29th to avoid this 
scheduled systems interruption. 
Please note during this time there will 
be no access to submit expense 
reports, enter time, complete 
required trainings or, as mentioned 
above, enter activity forms. Please 
plan ahead for this outage and 
complete all requirements by COB 
Friday, April 29th.  
 
If you are experiencing any systems 
issues Monday, May 2nd, please contact 
the Help Desk and submit a ticket. Once 
you have your heat ticket number, 
please email the Field Operations email 
box 
[MFLC.FieldOperation@healthnet.com] 
and notify us of the ticket number and 
issue(s) you are experiencing.  
 

 


